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QUESTION 1

Your client has a very limited budget for design services, and the scope of the project warrants mechanical and
electrical engineering specification. 

What should you do? 

A. Reduce your scope to reduce the fee, and contract with a mechanical/electrical engineer for an outline specification. 

B. Recommend that the client work with a contractor to provide design-build services for mechanical/ electrical work. 

C. Request that the client contract directly with a mechanical/electrical engineer for limited services to review your
drawings. 

D. Insist that your client increase the design budget to cover the necessary mechanical/electrical design services. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A quick-sketch perspective drawing could most easily be made by __________. 

A. Employing a computer model 

B. Plotting the perspective 

C. Tracing over a model photograph 

D. Using a perspective grid 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following tests is MOST important to review for performance when you are specifying the porcelain tile on a
ramp surface? 

A. ASTM Radiant Panel Test 

B. ASTM Coefficient of Friction Test 

C. California Technical Bulletin #117 

D. California Technical Bulletin #133 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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How do you ensure that all signage on a construction project will be installed in the correct locations? 

A. Plan to be on site during installation of the signage, and specify where each sign will be placed. 

B. Require the signage vendor to provide detailed specifications. 

C. Provide a detailed takeoff along with a floor plan for installation. 

D. Schedule a meeting for the client or building owner to specify where signage will be placed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Why is it necessary to indicate the placement of the proposed elevator and stairway in a preliminary plan? 

A. To ensure an acceptable location to meet all codes 

B. To verify the client\\'s budget constraints 

C. To establish the structural support work required 

D. To ensure accessibility and visibility to visitors 

Correct Answer: A 
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